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Biographical Description for The
HistoryMakers® Video Oral History
with Jamala Rogers

person

rogers, Jamala
Alternative Names: Jamala rogers;

Life Dates: october 11, 1950-

Place of Birth: Kansas City, Kansas, UsA

Residence: st. Louis, Mo

Work: saint Louis, Mo

Occupations: Community Activist; newspaper Columnist

Biographical Note

newspaper columnist and community organizer, Jamala rogers was born Terry Massey
on october 11, 1950 in Kansas City, Missouri to Lollie Massey and Bennett Woodward
Massey. rogers attended phillips, Ladd and Moore elementary schools and graduated
from Central High school in 1968. An activist at Tarkio College, rogers was a leader
of the black student organization. she also tried to join the Kansas City chapter of the
Black panther party during the time that its leader, pete o’neal, was leaving the
country. After earning her B.A. degree in education in 1971, rogers relocated to st.
Louis, Missouri.

rogers helped to found the st. Louis Chapter of the Congress of African people (CAp)
under the leadership of Amiri Baraka in the 1970s. There, along with Haki Madhubuti,
Kalamu Ya salaam, Jitu Weusi and others, rogers practiced a version of Maulana
Karenga’s black nationalist Kawaida Theory. she was also involved in the African
Liberation support Committee and the national Black political Assembly. In 1980,
rogers joined Herbert Daughtry, Conrad Worrill and other black activists to form the
Black United Front. The organization for Black struggle (oBs) was founded in st.
Louis, Missouri in 1980 by rogers and other community activists, students and union
organizers to help the black working class and extol the principles of Black power.
oBs programs include community civic, youth, education and cultural arts activities
from the African oriented rowan Community Center.

In 1993, rogers was appointed director of the City of st. Louis’ office of Youth
Development by Mayor Freeman Bosley, Jr. and fostered innovative approaches to
addressing youth services . she served in that capacity until 2001. During this period,
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rogers also served as chairperson of the st. Louis Black Leadership roundtable. In
1998, rogers joined with Angela Davis, Bill Fletcher and 2,000 other activists to form
the Black radical Congress (BrC) in Chicago. The BrC is a grassroots network
focusing on civil and human rights. rogers has served in a number of leadership
capacities with the BrC, including as a coordinating committee member and as national
conference coordinator. In addition to being chairperson of oBs, she is co-chair of the
Coalition Against police Crimes and repression (CApCr) and sits on numerous boards
of youth and education oriented agencies. rogers is a prolific contributor to websites
and blogs and is also a featured contributing writer for The st. Louis American and an
editorial board member of the Black Commentator. Her writing focuses on issues like
Hurricane Katrina, the Jenna six, police brutality and the environment. she is married
to veteran civil rights activist percy Green II.

rogers was interviewed by The HistoryMakers on october 16, 2007.
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Central Academy of Excellence [sTuDENTOf]
[from ? to ?]
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[from ? to ?]
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[from ? to ?]

Moore Elementary school [sTuDENTOf]
[from ? to ?]
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[from ? to ?]
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student Teacher

Congress of Afrikan People [EMPLOyEEOf]
[from 1972 to ?]

Chapter founder

Congress of Afrikan People [MEMBEROf]
[from 1972 to 1974]
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Member

League of Revolutionary struggle [MEMBEROf]
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